
HUME ARGALI (Ovis ammon humei) 

Kyrgyzstan (arrival to Bishkek) 
2018

hunting
season

Method of hunt: Stalking, horses as means of transportation. 

Region: 
Kyrgyzstan, Naryn region  

(to the South of the Naryn River, East side of Fergana range). 

Hunting period: 01 September — 30 November. 

Number of hunters 

in a group: 
2—4 (1) persons. 

Accommodations: 
Base camp: very comfortable house in the mountains. 

Fly camp: tents, cabin. 

Preliminary Itinerary: 

Day 1 - arrival to Bishkek, transfer to Naryn city by car (5—6 hours), 

further transfer to camp* by car (5—6 hours); 

Days 2—6 - hunting days; 

Days 7—8 - transfer to Naryn and further to Bishkek by car, departure home. 

Price per person: 

28’750 US$ - Full service charge,  

includes one Hume Argali trophy (irrespective of size); 

3’000 US$ - trip for observer. 

IMPORTANT:  Kyrgyzstan hunting authorities are currently in debates on increase of the license fee for all 

Argali species in 2018.  If it happens, resulting hunt price rise will be around USD 3’500. 

Although it’s still a speculation, we need to factor it in our business with end clients. 

Supplementary Trophies**: 

4’000 US$ - Mid-Asian Ibex (irrespective of size); 

1’000 US$ - Wolf (spontaneous shooting); 

A hunter pays additionally: 

• Lone hunter fee — 1’200 US$;

• For other cost details, please refer to relevant "Table of extra expenses".

NOTES: * The camp altitude is approx. 3’400 meters (approx. 11’000 feet);

** Hunt for Ibex is allowed solely after successful extraction of Hume Argali.

*** Export documents for extracted trophies are processed after the hunt. As it 

takes some time, hunters leave their trophies at the camp for basic treatment. 

Afterwards, the trophies are shipped to the hunters through DHL with a full 

set of export documents. 
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